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From The Editor’s Desk

PhotographyBB Online Magazine Issue Eleven: “Happy Holidays!”

I would like to start by wishing everybody a very politically correct “Happy Holidays” and 
Merry Christmas! Welcome to our December Issue of the PhotographyBB Online Magazine! 
As I look back over the past year, I am awestruck at how far we’ve come over our 11 issues, 

and I owe it all to the hard work and dedication of the contributing authors, and to our readers. 
Thank you all for your support with this magazine. Next year is going to be even better!

I wanted to keep with the holiday spirit this month, and share with you a collection of 
articles which are not only applicable to the holidays, but also in your everyday shooting and 
Photoshopping practices. With that in mind, I am kicking off a brand new Photoshop Retouching 
tutorials series where I’ll show you some popular techniques which are used in retouching 
portraits specifically. This month we are going to start with a skin retouching technique that I 
just love, and next month we’ll move on to eyes.

Since the holidays are mainly a time when family and friends are near, and decorations are 
put out in celebration, Jason Anderson has returned this month to share with us an article on the 
best gear for shooting the holidays. Additionally, Ken Fagan is continuing his Photography 101 
series on night photography techniques to help you capture some great photos of the holiday 
decorations in your city, at night. He’s also got a very cool “light painting” technique which you’ve 
just got to try out for yourselves.

As you all know, every month we feature a different city of the world in our “Photography 
Around the World” column. Since we launched our first issue with the city of Moscow, I have 
asked Jon Ayres to contribute another Moscow article to close out the year with. Through Jon’s 
eyes (and lens), he has done a great job in showing us just how beautiful Moscow is during winter, 
along with all of the celebrations that the Russian people enjoy during the holiday season.

This month we also have a highly useful article from John Ogden on better portrait posing. 
While John has enlisted the help of a model (special thanks to Tarla for participating) and 
demonstrates his techniques in a studio shoot using Lightroom 2, you will find each and every 
tip to be applicable to everyday portrait shooting situations - both in and outside of the studio.

Lastly, our spotlight member this month is Sue Thompson. I’ve gotten to know Sue quite 
well over the forums through her postings, however, I learned a lot more about Sue from her 
interview with us. I think you will all be inspired by Sue’s photography, especially when you read 
her final interview question and answer.

On a personal note, I have had a great time in editing and publishing this magazine over the 
past year; and there will be some more exciting things happening at PhotographyBB next year. I 
wish you and yours “Happy Holidays”, and a very Happy New Year - See you all in 2009!

 
Dave Seeram
Editor and Publisher

Dave Seeram is the Editor in Chief for PhotographyBB Online Magazine. As 
the administrator of the PhotographyBB Website and Forums, Dave is also 
an experienced author of several Photoshop® Actions and Tutorials which 
can be found on http://www.PhotographyBB.com
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The Ambi Silette series ran during the late 1950s up 
to the early 1960’s. The version I found at the sale 
happened to be a 1959 model with a selection 

of lenses too consisting of a 35mm, 50mm and 90mm 
lens. The Silette is a high quality rangefinder camera 
with a sturdy all metal construction making it a rather 
weighty camera to handle but the weight also adds 
to its extraordinary feel of quality and excellence 
in workmanship.  Concerning size, the Silette is a 
compact rangefinder, handy for carrying around in 
your bag but since it is quite a heavy camera, its size is 
a minor drawback. Handling the camera can be rather 
fiddly especially if your hands are on the big side. So it 
is important to have your left hand resting underneath 
the camera while you are focusing (with the same 
hand), while you press the shutter button with your 
right hand. It may sound silly to mention that, but 
many people do not support the base of their camera 
while holding it, which increases the chance of camera 

shake especially with heavier cameras. This is the 
reason you need to support the Silette when you are 
using it otherwise the camera will be unsteady. When 
I tested out the camera for the first time I found the 
weight and the amount of space for handholding to be 
a bit of a hindrance because I felt rather awkward using 
it, perhaps that was just because I had not handled it 
before.

The mechanics of the Silette, to me is quite 
impressive - Especially the film advance lever. Even 
after fifty odd years the lever is still incredibly smooth, 
something which several more recent cameras should 
have strived to achieve. From testing out various SLR’s 
and rangefinders from the 70’s and 80’s I found many 
of them to be stiff and not very smooth, often sticking 
and spluttering its way to the next frame. Unlike the 
Argus Brick, it is not possible to do multiple exposures 

Before There Was Digital...
They say you cannot know where you are going, if you don’t know from 
whence you came. In our “Before There was Digital...” series, we’ll journey 
back through time to take a look at photography before the digital age, 
from topics like film processing, to darkrooms, to antique cameras.

THE POOR MANS LEICA: A LOOK AT THE AGFA AMBI SILETTE - By Kenneth Fagan

I first was acquainted with the Ambi Silette at a local junk sale. Enveloped in a flawless brown leather case and 
complete with three lenses, a proximeter and a hotshoe viewfinder. This camera, dating back to the 1950’s, was 
in nearly brand new condition and from my own guesswork, it was long abandoned in a box up in somebody’s 
attic someplace. As one of the more valuable pieces in my collection, with an estimated value of between $200 
and $300, it was a bargain at its €15 asking price; only a fool would turn down a bargain as good as that!
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with a single frame because the shutter needs to be 
reset each time the shutter button is pressed to make 
an exposure. The shutter is reset when you advance 
the film with the lever. 

Now that I have got the basics of the Ambi Silette 
out of the way, it is now time to go into more detail of 
how exactly the Silette takes pictures. 

The Ambi Silette uses a leaf shutter, which is built 
into the body of the camera itself. The leaf shutter 
controls the exposure time while the diaphragm in 
the actual lenses control the aperture. The lenses for 
the Ambi Silette are beautiful, well constructed, and 
are as functional as the cameras of todays with f-
numbers ranging from f4 down to f32 on the 90mm 
lens, f2.8 down to f22 on the 50mm lens and f4 down 
to f22 on the 35mm. Therefore, you could say that 
the Ambi Silette is a rather impressive piece of kit, 
and even today it would make a perfect addition to 
anyone’s camera bag especially if you are a fan of the 
rangefinder cameras; you would be the envy of all your 
photography friends. The final part of the camera is 
the rangefinder, which is truly exceptional because it 
is very clear and easy to focus. The viewfinder has extra 
bright lines which indicate the framing for composition, 
and it uses a parallax corrector switch that adjusts the 

rangefinder for the 35, 50 and 90 mm lenses. This is 
one of the reasons why it was considered to be one of 
the best rangefinder cameras of the 50’s and 60’s  and 
was a target marker for many other leading brands 
of rangefinders during that era. And so there lays 
the reason behind its nickname the poor mans Leica, 
because it was designed to such high standards with 
quality glass and mechanical technology as well as its 
appealing features, it really was an excellent alternative 
to the Leica cameras of that era. I am guessing that the 
Ambi Silette was considerably cheaper the buy than 
the Leica so it would have been the ideal camera for 

Sample photo taken with the Ambi Silette camera. Note the amazing detail in both this image as well as the photo of the wood planks shown below.
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the professional photographer who wanted a high quality camera with a good selection of lenses without putting 
too big of a hole in his or her finances.

To conclude this article I have to say how much I love this camera; if I have not mentioned it already, it really is 
a truly magnificent piece of equipment.  I will be using it again when a suitable occasion arises because I feel that 

shelving this beauty would be a bit 
of a shame, since I am almost certain 
that it was unused for at least twenty 
or twenty-five years so. I want to put 
this camera to work because that was 
exactly what it was engineered to do. 
Many cameras come and go, forgotten 
about, abandoned and sometimes 
laughed at but some cameras don’t 
deserve to be hidden away in some 
dark dusty corner of an attic for its 
final years. The Ambi Silette is special 
and deserves its reputation which it 
gained when it was at its peak back 
in the day. So if you know of some 
hidden treasures up in your attic, like 
an old camera, take it down dust it off 
go back in time and enjoy it! Give it 
the send-off it really deserves.

This article and photographs contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Kenneth Fagan. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Photography Around the World
PhotographyBB Online Magazine is pleased to launch our first issue with a 
fabulous and stunning photo-tour of one of the most fascinating cities in 
the world - Moscow. Jon Ayres takes us on a streetwalking tour of the city, 
with some interesting historical facts and of course, amazing photos!

Photography Around the World
Each month, the PhotographyBB Online Magazine takes you around the 
globe for a fascinating photographic exploration of different lands and 
cultures which enrich our beautiful planet. Join us as we travel the world, 
and become inspired by the photographic glory of far away places.

RUSSIAN WINTERS CAN BE BRUTAL, BUT MOSCOW WINTERS ARE BEAUTIFUL - By Jon D. Ayres

Russian winters have been famous throughout 
history as being very brutal; just ask Napoleon’s 
“Grand Armie” or soldiers of Hitler’s Waffen SS 

about Russian winters. When you think of Russian 
winters, you often think of cold people in heavy 
overcoats and large Russian style fur hats, hurrying 
down slippery, ice covered streets. It is true that you 
will find many such scenes in Moscow during the cold 
winter months, but when you take the whole winter 
experience in the beautiful city of Moscow into full 
account, you’ll find it is extremely cheerful, fun and 
sometimes exciting.  Winter brings an entirely different 

atmosphere to Moscow, blanketing the city with white 
snow which gives Moscow something of a romantic 
mood from Doctor Zhivago.   

Moscow winters are tail freezing cold; I’ve been 
through seven of them myself. Although the low 
temperatures are accompanied by large amounts 
of snow, the air is mostly dry as winter progresses 
and strong winds are rare in mid winter. The first 
snows of the season usually occur in mid November.  
Temperatures vary from about -10° C to -25° C in 
December and January with the humidity is usually 
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ranging from “moderate” to “high.” Moscow winters 
tend to be very cold and snowy with ice covering the 
sidewalks and walkways in early morning before the 
ice breakers appear.  

If you are considering visiting Moscow, you may 
want to consider coming to experience the famous 
Russian winter.  Winter is the off-season as far as tourism 
goes and costs are generally a lot more inexpensive.   
You can find bargains if you search the internet; for 
example, a roundtrip airfare to Moscow, Russia can 
be had for around $600 from New York or $750 from 
Miami and $850 from Los Angeles in November 
through February. These prices are extremely low 
when compare to the summer airfares which can cost 
almost triple the prices of winter.  Of course winter can 
has its drawbacks, the days can be cloudy and dreary 
and the ice covered streets can be something of a 
risk walking on, especially if your not use to walking 
on snow and ice, but winter time in Moscow is really 
a romantic, beautiful and magical time.  But if you’re a 
photographer, wintertime in Moscow offers the chance 
to take some truly wonderful photos of things rarely 
seen outside of Russia.  

Sparrow Hills’ which is the main overlook point 
of Moscow is one of the popular sites for Muscovites, 
where tourists and newlyweds to pose for photos in 
wintertime and with the ice sculptures. The Kremlin, 
with its snow covered walls rising up against the foggy 
winter sky, is a site worth seeing in itself no matter 
where the visitor ventures from.  Muscovites do not 

Christmas lights above Tverskaya Street, the main street in Moscow

The Kremlin in winter.
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just live through the Russian capital’s long and harsh 
winters, they live in celebration of the winter. One 
of Russia’s favorite winter sports art forms is figure-
skating. Gorky Park floods much of its sidewalks in 
winter, so figure-skaters can skate to their hearts 
content, stopping off for a coffer or shashlik break at 
the various food and coffee booths spread out along 
the way and the Hermitage Gardens, pretty but rarely 

visited by foreigners in the center of Moscow, also has 
ice skating.  Occasionally some of the various soccer 
fields are iced over so children can skate and play 
hockey. Even Red Square, along with the park in front 
of Moscow’s city hall, have had ice skating rinks set up.  
I always enjoy watching and photographing the ice 
skaters.  I even considered trying it a few times myself, 
but I always back down.  

It is possible to experience many Winter Festival 
activities everywhere in Moscow; things like ice 
sculpting in Red Square and various other places in 
Moscow or snowman-building on Arbat Street.  Here 
are a few of the more popular winter festivals held in 
Moscow.

The Moscow Winter Festival

Moscow is a city of long history, beauty and many 
surprises awaiting the visitor to discover.  Winter time 
in Moscow is a festive time and Russians do enjoy 
having a good time.  The Russian winter Festival takes 
place in many cities in Russia every year (equating to 
the 12 days of the western Christmas). In Moscow at 
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Izmailovo Park (which is in reality a huge flea market 
inside replica Kremlin walls), visitors are offered diverse 
opportunities to get acquainted with traditions of the 
New Year festivities in Russia. 

Visitors are greeted by Father Frost, Snow 
Maiden, and Russian Buffoons. Guests participate in 

the merrymaking and folk games, dance round the 
New Year tree, and have an unforgettable sleigh ride 
through the winter forest. Not to mention snacking 
on Russian pancakes with caviar and drinking tea with 
bagels, honey and jam. The party ends with a concert 
of Russian folk music. The festival takes place on the 
last week of December and the first week of January. 

December Nights at the Pushkin Museum of Fine 
Arts or “Cvyatoslav Richter’s December Nights” (as 
it is now called)

Map of Izmailovo Park - Gives you a good idea of how big it is.

Izmailovo Park Entrance. This is the largest flea market I’ve been to in my life and there is very little you cannot find in here..
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December Nights at the Pushkin Museum of Fine 
Arts is a music festival which has been held at the 
museum annually since 1981. The main idea of the 
“December Nights” is the unity of cultures through 
recreation of a defined era of synthetic music, 
paintings, poetry and drama. The spectator will be 
able to feel as if they are in an ancient church or in 

the hall of a palace, where music and memories have 
returned to the era of fine arts.  The participants of the 

Main lobby of the Pushkin Museum of Fine Art.

The square in front of Moscow’s City Hall. Notice the statue of Moscow’s 
founder with a Santa coal and hat in front of the skating rink? At one 
time, some kids used to sneak in and dress Moscow’s founder in a Santa 
suit at Christmas; it became very popular with the people and now the 
city dresses it’s founder every Christmas in a Santa suit!

Ice sculptures in the square in front of Moscow’s City Hall. Notice the 
light fountain; Since water to the fountains are cut off during winter, 
lights are used during Christmas.

One of the many ice sculptures you can find in Moscow during winter. 
This is a sculpture of Big Ben. Every winter both Moscow and London 
each do an ice sculpture of something found in the other city. This is last 
year’s shot of Big Ben, when London did theirs of St. Basil’s Cathedral.
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program are distinguished musicians, stage managers, 
artists and poets.  The performances in the “December 
Nights” program include rare, difficult chamber 
productions – highly valued by Richter Cvyatoslav 
(1915-1997) who developed the idea for this festival.  

Russian Orthodox Christmas - January 6 and 7

Christmas is one of the serious holidays of Russia 
with many celebrations going on throughout Russia 
with only Easter being the most important and beautiful 
holidays of the year. Unlike western Christian sects 
which moved Christmas and New Year dates forward, 
the Russian Orthodox Christmas falls on January 7, 
according to the Julian calendar and both the 6th and 
7th of January are religious days for Orthodox believers. 
Christmas masses are held in churches throughout 
the city, but the masses held at the Christ the Savior 
Church the most popular service. During the Christmas 
holidays, many Russians have a two week holiday from 
work, of course stores still operate, but many Russians 
get to have a two week holiday at Christmas.   

New Year’s Celebrations in Moscow

Christmas is mostly a family affair, but come New 
Year it’s party time, and Russians do love to party.  If 
your able to bear the crowds, and believe me this event 
is very crowded, then head to Red Square to join the 

huge crowds of celebrants ringing in the New Year 
with the chiming of the Kremlin clock tower along 
with a spectacular fireworks display, which is Moscow’s 
version of watching the ball drop in New York City. 
Dress warmly, because if you think its cold during 
the day, Moscow at midnight is something else!  You 
have to be brave and have a good pair of long johns 
on. The Russian New Year is on the 14 of January.  Both 
New Year night and Christmas usually are marked by 
festive dinners. If you were to visit a family for New Year 
dinner, you would see that most families would have a 
beautifully set table with a lot of good food and drinks. 
Most Russians believe that the way you meet the New 
Year sets the tone for the whole year lying ahead. New 
Year is commonly perceived as a traditional family 
holiday by many. It is mostly the young people who 
are likely to be at a party rather than stay at home on 
New Year night.  As the clock at the Spasskaya Tower 
of Moscow Kremlin strikes midnight people will raise 
their glasses and announce a toast to the New Year, 
after which the festive dinner continues...

Maslenitsa Pancake Week 

Maslenitsa, also known as Butter Week, Pancake 
Week, or Cheesefare Week, is a Russian religious and 
folk holiday.  The Maslenitsa is a festival leftover from 
Pagan times, which corresponds with the Orthodox 
celebrations of Lent and Easter. This winter festival 
ushers out the cold weather and welcomes spring 
with traditional food (like blini, or Russian pancakes), 
games, performances, and of course plenty of fine 
heart-warming vodka.  The most characteristic food of 
Maslenitsa is blini or Russian pancakes, popularly taken 
to symbolize the sun. Round and golden, they are 
made from the rich foods still allowed by the Orthodox 
tradition: butter, eggs and milk.  Celebrated during the 
month of March, a weeklong pagan festival. Highlight 
events of the said festival includes the Parades 

Two girls at the Maslenitsa Pancake Week Festival in Red Square last 
year, cooking some great tasting pancakes!
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of Russian fairytale characters, traditional troika, 
dancing performances, folk songs, a theater open for 
the public and fireworks at night. The mascot of the 
celebration is usually a brightly dressed straw effigy 
of Lady Maslenitsa, formerly known as Kostroma.  As 
the culmination of the celebration, on Sunday evening, 
Lady Maslenitsa is stripped of her finery and put to the 
flames of a bonfire. Any remaining blintzes are also 
thrown on the fire, and Lady Maslenitsa’s ashes are 
buried in the snow to fertilize the crops.  The Moscow 
Maslenitsa festival is held in different locations every 
year, last year it was held in red Square, the year before 
in Kolomenskoye Park, and I’m willing to bet that this 
year it will be held in the newly restored palace of 
Catherine the Great, Tsaritsyno Park.

  
The best winter month in my opinion is probably 

February.  The start of winter tends to be kind of iffy 
in that the weather changes often, one day it may 
snow and the next day it will be raining and the snow 

all melts away.  You can be sure that it will be cold 
and that the likelihood of rain is slim in January and 
February. November and March are probably the worst 
months in my opinion because the changing seasons 
bring rain and melting snow, which is just plain dirty 
and nasty.  Mud by the way is as slick as ice and a lot 
nastier if you happen to slip.

  
Winter time in Russia and in Moscow can be a one 

of a kind type of trip, especially for the photographer.  
If you came from a place with cold winters, then you’ll 
feel right at home in Moscow.  If you’re on a budget 
or having to watch your expenses, then winter time is 
the perfect time to visit the most expensive city in the 
world.  Since winter time is not the tourist season, you 
can find some great deals on everything from airline 
tickets to hotels, restaurants and other expenses.  Yes, 
Russian winters can be brutal, but Moscow winters are 
just beautiful in every way, well not in every way, but 
almost in every way.

Maslenitsa Pancake Week Festival in Red Square.

This article and all images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Jon D. Ayres. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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As this holiday season rapidly approaches 
us, photographers will have several options 
available to them for capturing those priceless 

holiday moments.  For many, there is the option to opt 
out and enjoy some time off from your busy photo 
schedule as the idea of “taking your work home” can 
often be something you may not want to consider. 
For the photo enthusiasts though, the holiday season 

combines unique opportunities to try many different 
types of photography styles, ranging from family 
portrait work to candid shots of individual moments, 
and even going abstract and taking your creative 
eye for a unique spin of colors and textures.  So, what 
gear should you be using for these scenarios?  Well, as 
always, there is no one single set of gear that will work 
for all situations and for all individuals.  With that in 

Choosing the Right Accessories
With all of the photography gear on the market today, it’s difficult to 
determine which accessories are right for you, and what to look for once you 
decide on an accessory. In this ongoing segment, we’ll examine the things 
you should look for when choosing photography accessories, and help you 
to make an informed decision based on your photographic needs.

HOLIDAY GEAR: HOW TO SHOOT THE HOLIDAYS - By Jason Anderson

In keeping with our festive theme for this December Issue, Jason Anderson joins us again this month to share 
some tips on the best gear to use for holiday shooting. With (hopefully!) more time to spend with family and 
friends, the holiday season presents several photographic opportunities to capture some precious memories at 
this time of year. Here are some helpful tips on what gear would be best for shooting the holidays.
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mind, let’s take a look at the three above-mentioned 
environments and consider the gear options that are 
best suited to those ends.

  
Holiday Gatherings

When families gather for holiday celebrations, 
there are always the obligatory group shots organized 
by some aunt or uncle, niece or nephew.  Well, if you are 
that aunt, uncle, niece or nephew, the task presented can 
be challenging.  If your family is anything like mine, the 
celebrations bring people out of the woodwork, which 
means there will be scads of nuclear families asking for 
their holiday pictures.  In these environments, a nice 
fixed focal length lens, with a fairly wide aperture will 
work great for family portraits.  For example, a 50mm 
f1.8 or f1.4 is wide enough to capture most group sizes 
(although you may have to move the camera back a 
little, but the wide aperture will put some nice soft 
bokeh into your images.

  
Candid Photography

Candid photography is very much a 
photojournalistic approach to capturing your holiday 
moments.  Most of the time the idea is to capture 
people as they are naturally.  There’s not stiff or 
awkward poses and/or fake smiles that you get from 
portrait work because your subjects don’t even know 
you are taking their picture.  To accomplish this, you 

will need a lens with a fair amount of zoom.  For my 
tastes, the 70-200 f4 from Canon is great.  Other good 
ones in the Canon lineup would include the 28-135mm, 
the 28-200mm, and the 55-250mm.  If you are looking 
to add the lens to your lineup, the cost can range from 
a low end of $250 to upwards of $1500 depending on 
the lens and where you get it.  Typically, the greater 

the zoom range, the more expensive the lens will be, 
so plan your budget accordingly.

  
Abstract Photography

Last but certainly not least, is the area of abstract 
photography, where you are capturing unusual or 
different visions.  Instead of going for the shots that 
everyone else is going to get too, take a different 
approach.  Instead of going wide and getting the 
group shots and scenes of the day, swap out to a 
macro lens and get up close and personal.  Zoom in 
on a few ornaments, or the icicles in the windows, or 
even the garlands wrapping the stairs.  You can also 
intentionally blur your lens.  Take it off manual focus 
and let the blur of the lights and shapes around you 
define the moment.  We all see the tree, but it doesn’t 
necessarily have to be sharp does it?  Artistic blur can 
be very appealing if done well, so don’t be afraid to 
think outside the box.

This article is Copyright © Jason Anderson. Images courtesy of Dave Seeram ©2008. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Photography 101
Each issue of PhotographyBB Online Magazine will bring you helpful tips and 
tutorials on how to get the most of your digital camera and equipment. We’ll 
cover camera techniques, principals of photography, digital photography 
issues, and how to get the most from the dreaded manual-mode! 

This article is divided up into 3 parts: The first 
section will show you how to use light from either 
a torch (flashlight) or a normal flash unit to light 

certain areas of a subject, or multiple exposures of 
one subject in a single frame. Alternatively, for larger 
subjects, a flash unit can be used. Part 2 is rather 
interesting because you will learn some basic steps 
on how to create some really cool photos by “light 
painting”, which I like to call in-camera manipulation. 
Lastly, part 3 is all about Christmas and getting all 
those colorful lights looking their best.

Part 1: Painting With Light

Painting with light is not a world away from 
painting with a brush and some paint; in fact, the only 
real differences are that you are using a light instead of 
paint, and the light source itself instead of a paintbrush. 
The idea of light painting is to expose certain areas of 
an image to create a particular effect. You could choose 
to paint a large area or a very small area but the same 
general rules apply to both.

Light painting differs greatly from a standard 
exposure, instead of a short burst of light exposure for 
a fraction of a second, light painting requires a longer 
exposure so you can ‘paint’ the light directly onto 
the subjects in question. Depending on the size of 
the subject you wish to paint you will need a suitable 
flashlight for your subject (ie. a small flashlight for small 
subjects, a large one for larger subjects). You can adjust 
the beam of light by making a cone to fit to the front to 
the flashlight (as explained in part 2).

You will need to determine your exposure by 
experimenting with the length of time you ‘paint’.  It 
doesn’t matter how long the shutter remains open 
provided the flashlight is the only light source (all 
other lights should be switched off ). You can set 
your shutter to 30 seconds if you don’t have a shutter 
release, or better still if you do have a shutter release 
set your SLR to bulb mode and leave the shutter open 
until the operation is complete. It may take some 
experimentation to get the correct exposure; you can 
adjust the f-number or increase / decrease the amount 
of time you take to paint.

THE DARK NIGHT II: PAINTING WITH LIGHT AND CREATIVE EFFECTS - By Kenneth Fagan

This month’s Photography 101 article has something special for you in store! If you would like to have some fun 
over the Christmas season, I’ll show you how to create your own funky light paintings and do things that you 
thought were only possible on your computer! If you are feeling adventurous, read on and find out how you can 
create some truly unique photography where you have total control over the results.
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The Technique:

Light painting, like everything, is rather simple 
when you get the hang of it. A black background is 
perfect for doing light paintings. Position your camera 
on a tripod, set up your scene, and switch off all the 
lights except the flashlight. Set your camera to bulb 
mode and keep the shutter open until the exposure is 
complete. As I mentioned earlier, you will need to play 
around with apertures and shutter speeds to get the 
best looking exposure. 

Paint the light onto the subject (by shining the 
flashlight light on your subject) in gentle up and down 
strokes as evenly as possible. Remember that the closer 
you have the light to the subject the more quickly it 
will become over exposed. You should paint the whole 
area in one attempt, otherwise you will be more likely 
to get streaks in the final image 

Check out some of the light paintings I have 
included here. Try to paint the light as evenly as 
possible, and when painting take into consideration 
the shape of the subject; leaving some areas more 
shaded than others can add appeal to certain images.  
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Part 2: In Camera Manipulation

I first came across this technique some years ago in 
photography school; it involves joining two completely 
different (or similar) subjects together to create 
something completely unique. This is all done with a 
single flashlight and a camera in bulb mode. There is 
absolutely no post processing necessary (except for 
the option of color correcting etc) as everything is 
done in-camera. When I first experimented with this, 
I had never seen it done before but that said I am sure 
that I was not the first person to try it. My first subject 
to try this on was on two of my classmates. It took a 
while to get it, but in the end it worked out perfectly. I 
will reproduce the technique here so you can try it for 
yourself.

The idea of this technique is to expose one half of 
one subject and one half of the other subject on the 
opposing side (left / right). The two subjects must join 
seamlessly (or relatively so) down or across the centre 
to create a single unique subject made up of two 
objects. The goal of this operation should be to try to 
achieve something that looks like you’ve done some 
messing around on Photoshop. 

The Technique:

The ideal set up for this would be a black backdrop 
for simplicity’s sake (you would need a lot of light to 
over expose black!). For the subjects, you need two 
objects that can rest steadily while you are exposing 
them. Cuddly toys that can sit up make perfect subjects 
and you an also squeeze them into shape if one is 
slightly bigger than the other. Ideally, the two subjects 
must be approximately the same dimensions.

Step 1: Set up the scene using a black cloth as the 
background. Place a marker (such as a small sticker) in 
the centre of the frame (when you are looking through 
the lens). The marker indicates the exact centre of the 
subject so everything should be laid down dead centre 
on this marker, this way all going well, it should create 
a seamless join.

Step 2: You will need your flashlight again for this, and 
a cone. The cone can be made out of some black card 
and wrapped around the front of the flashlight; this 
narrows down the light beam and gives a more even 
light, as a full beam can have some slightly shady areas, 
depending on the quality and type of light it uses (LED 
or Tungsten bulb). 

Step 3: For this example, I will be using two different 
stuffed bears. Place the first bear on the marker, making 
sure that it is centered. Using the flashlight, expose the 
left side of the first bear only for the length of time you 

need for a good exposure; 
try to do this as evenly as 
possible or else your final 
creation will look streaky. 
You will be painting the 
left side of one bear and 
the right side of the other 
bear so you should keep 
your flashlight only on 
the side that you need 
exposed. Do your best to 
keep the light on half of 
the bear. 

A small amount of light 
crossing over the center 
is acceptable because it 
will help blend the two 
bears together. Once you 
have painted one side of 
the bear, put the lens-
cap back on your lens, 
while leaving the shutter 
open. With the lens-cap 
on you can switch on the 
lights and position the 

second bear. Once the second bear is in place, paint 
the opposing side of the bear the same as you did with 
the first. If one bear is darker than the other, you may 
need to adjust the exposure times to suit. 

Eventually you will come up with a unique “in-camera 
manipulation” such as this, without even touching a 
computer or Photoshop!
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Part 3: Christmas Themes

The basic methods to getting the exposures right 
for all those Christmas trees and street decorations 
is pretty much the same as what I explained in the 
first part of this 101 night photography series in the 
November issue.

In the November issue, I discussed the benefits 
of the starburst effect. With the holiday season upon 
us, there are few better subjects than a Christmas tree 
or carnival lights to use the starburst effect. Selecting 
the ideal shutter speed and aperture to achieve the 
desired star effect is essential. Ideally, a tripod should 
really be used if you want to get some good solid 
stars as when night falls your options for using small 
apertures becomes very limited. The darker it gets the 
slower the shutter speed is needed so even if you are 
shooting at the widest aperture even with a high ISO, 
camera shake is very likely indeed. Even if the display 
on your DSLR looks sharp, there is every chance that it 
is unusable at a larger scale so being overly dependant 
on what your display shows you could end up being a 
downfall. All of the images shown below were taken in 
bulb mode on a tripod with a cable release.

Closing down your aperture is a good start to 
getting the star effect, but if you don’t compensate for 
the exposure time (by increasing it) your image will be 
under exposed (as shown below). 

On the other hand if you over compensate your 
shutter speed, you may still achieve the star effect but 
your image will become over exposed (above) and 
the lights will be blown out and loose much of their 
colour. 
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The third image of the Christmas tree shows the correct exposure. As you can see the colours of the lights are 
vibrant while there is still an acceptable amount of detail left on the tree. The Star effect has worked nicely with this 
exposure which was shot at an aperture of f22 with a shutter speed of 30 seconds. 

It may have been difficult to notice in the previous examples, so check out the cropped images here for a closer 
look. See how the lights sparkle – However, take particular notice of the difference between the lights photographed 
with a small aperture vs. being photographed with a wide aperture.

  
Now that you have some insight into playing with light and getting the most out of those Christmas scenes, go 

out try it for yourself and most importantly, have some fun!

First Shot - Wide Aperture: f4 at 5 seconds. Notice the lack of starburst with a wide aperture.

Second Shot - Small Aperture: f22 at 30 seconds. Starburst effect achieved!

This article and photographs contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Kenneth Fagan. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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Photoshop Tutorial
Photoshop tutorials will help you to get the most out of using Photoshop, 
while also helping you to discover the many tools and uses for our favourite 
image processing software. In this series, you’ll learn tips, tricks, and 
techniques to wow your family, friends, and maybe even yourself!

GETTING CREATIVE WITH CUSTOM BRUSHES - By Dave Seeram

Last month I gave you a primer tutorial to inspire you in creating your own holiday (Christmas) cards. This month, 
I am going to teach you a really cool brush technique in Photoshop, to take your holiday creations to another 
level. In this tutorial, I am going to show you how to dazzle your friends and family by teaching you a quick and 
easy way to create some custom brush effects with the build in brushes in Photoshop. Grab your paintbrushes!

Step 1:

To get started, I have simply created a new document 
at an appropriate resolution (72dpi for web, or 300 
dpi for print). I have filled this document with a subtle 
gradient colour, and added some text for interest. 

Step 2: 

Next, open up your brushes palette by either clicking 
F5 or going to the menu: Window > Brushes

Here we have several options for choosing brushes and 
editing the way our brushes perform. For this tutorial 
we are using a mouse, however, there are several 
controllable options available if you are using a pen 
based tablet, which I encourage you to experiment 
with while you go through this tutorial.
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Step 3:
While your brushes palette will open, you may find that 
everything is grey’d out and not clickable. If this is the 
case, you simply need to choose the brush tool from 
your tools palette by clicking on it, and the options in 
the brushes palette will now become usable.

The first thing to do is to pick a brush shape. Since we 
are in the holiday season, I am using a snowflake brush 
but feel free to use any shape you would like. 

To choose a brush shape, click on the “Brush Tip Shape” 
option as shown in the column of options on the left of 
the brushes palette. Next, choose the brush shape you 
would like, in this case, snowflake.

Step 4:
We are now going to go through some of the cool 
features and options in the brushes palette. The first 
one we are going to look at is the Shape Dynamics 
options. Click on Shape Dynamics to bring up the 
available options.

For this example, I am setting the size jitter to 100%. 
As you adjust the size jitter, you will see some changes 
in the sample brush area at the bottom of the brushes 
palette. You may not notice too much happening at 
this time, since the snowflakes are in a packed line, 
which we will deal with shortly. The size jitter changes 
some of the snowflakes in size, as they are painted in 
a continuous line. Rather than having them all paint 
at the same brush size, this slider will let some of the 
snowflakes paint on at random sizes. The sizes will be 
more varied as you approach 100% with the slider.

The other adjustment I made was “Angle Jitter” which 
changes the angle of the brush, rather than having all 
the snowflakes painting at the exact same angle. Here 
I have set my amount to 30% which works well on this 
brush.

Lastly, I also adjusted the Roundness Jitter which adds 
somewhat of a “tilt” to some of the snowflakes (based 
on how far you push the slider). This adds a nice 3D 
effect to the snowflakes when brushing.
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Step 5:
Next on the list of adjustments, we move down to the 
next item in the brushes palette, “Scattering.”

Here we can choose to space apart our brushes (or 
snowflakes in this case) as we paint with it. As you 
adjust the Scatter slider, you’ll see the spreading effect 
of the snowflakes in the results area below. You can 
view the effects of checking the “Both Axes” box or not, 
and sliding the slider more or less.

I have left the “Count” option at 1 here, as I find anything 
more gives a muddy look, but you can experiment with 
your own brushes and settings to your liking.

You may have noticed at this point that there are 
some boxes labeled “Control.” Here is where you can 
set control based on pen tablet options such as pen 
pressure or pen angle. If you do not have a tablet, you 
can also use this setting with the mouse, and enter a 
value in the box beside the Control option.

Step 6:
There are several other options we can adjust in the 
brushes palette as you can see down the list of options 
here. There are choices for textures, dual brushes, 
colour dynamics, and more...

The only other adjustment I like to make for a 
“snowflake” brush is the opacity setting, which can be 
found in the “Other Dynamics” set of options.

By adjusting the “Opacity Jitter” you are effectively 
telling Photoshop to make some of the snowflakes 
show up at a lower opacity than 100%. As you slide 
the slider, what ever percentage you select will be the 
lowest opacity the brush will go down to. This is all 
random, and provides for some very nice depth effects 
to your brush.

I have also adjusted the Control to Fade, at a painted 
pixel length of 200 steps, which will fade my brush to 
0% opacity one I have painted 200 steps in length.

Step 7:

Before painting on  your image, choose an appropriate 
brush colour (white in this case) and brush size. Brush 
size can be adjusted easily by using the square bracket 
keys [ and ] on your keyboard.

Now paint, and watch as your brush scatters the 
snowflakes, varies their angle, size, individual opacities, 
and fades them all out to zero percent opacity as I paint 
over a length of 200 steps based on my settings!
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Step 8:
Another cool adjustment I often like to make (when 
using a brush such as this one) is this: Not only do I like 
to make the brush fade out in opacity, but I also like it 
to fade out in size. Doing this gives the effect that they 
are fading out into the background, while giving more 
depth to the image.

To do this, go back to the Shape Dynamics options, 
and change the Control to Fade (or try Pen Pressure if 
you have a tablet!), and enter a value in the box beside 
it. I used 100 steps here. As you alter the starting size 
of your brush, you may wish to come back here and 
change the number of steps in which the brush fades.

Step 9:
Now undo the painting you did previously, and paint 
again with your new brush. See how as you paint, the 
brush fades out in both size and opacity? Now you can 
really get creative when you are brushing and making 
those holiday cards we started last month! Try this 
technique with different brush shapes too. You can get 
some really cool effects and textures by experimenting 
with the various shapes and options here.

Step 10:
One of the most important things you need to do when 
you create a brush that you may like to use again in the 
future is to SAVE your brush! 

To do this, click on the flyout menu in the brushes 
palette, located in the top right hand corner of the 
brushes palette. Once the menu appears, click on “New 
Brush Preset.”

You’ll now be presented with a small dialog box 
where you can name your brush. Here I have named 
this example “Scatter-Fader Snowflake” since it both 
scatters and fades the snowflake. Now when you go to 
your brush tool (or brushes palette) to select a brush, 
your new custom brush will be available as one of your 
choices, with all of your saved adjustments set for you!
Have fun with your new brushes, and get creative!

This article and all images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of Dave Seeram. Please contact the author directly for any questions.
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Photoshop Retouching
This series of Photoshop tutorials will take you through some basic and 
advanced portrait retouching techniques. We’ll cover topics such as skin 
retouching and smoothing, eye retouching, popular portrait special effects, 
and much more. Techniques will be applicable to both everyday portraits as 
well as professional studio portrait photography.

SKIN SMOOTHING FOR PORTRAITS - By Dave Seeram

Welcome to the first of many “retouching” tutorials in our new series here. This month, we are going to look at 
a skin smoothing technique designed to smooth out tones in the skin, thereby eliminating any “blotchy” tones 
which tend to become amplified when photographed. We’ll also include a step on retaining skin pore detail, 
while smoothing the rest of the skin. Fire up Photoshop, open a portrait to work on, and follow along with me!

Step 1:

For this tutorial we are going to use the photo shown 
on the right. Here we have a beautiful model with 
some signs of aging. The goal of this tutorial is to 
retain a natural look, while smoothing out some tonal 
imperfections in the skin. We don’t want to de-age our 
model, rather enhance her natural beauty.

This technique works very well on both professional 
modelling shoots, as well as your everyday portrait 
shots.

Step 2: 

The next thing to do is duplicate your background 
layer by pressing Control-J (PC) or Command-J (Mac). 
Rename this new layer “Spot Healing” and use the spot 
healing brush to remove any blemishes, unwanted 
moles, or in this case some overly defined wrinkle 
lines. 

Here I used the healing brush to remove the wrinkle to 
the left of her eye, as well as two wrinkles to the left of 
her mouth as shown in this image.
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Step 3:

Next, duplicate the Spot Healing Layer by pressing 
Control-J (PC) or Command-J (Mac). Rename this layer 
“Skin Blur.” 

Duplicate this layer one more time, and rename it 
“Sharpen Details.” 

Hide the visibility of the Sharpen Details layer by 
clicking on the little eyeball icon to hide this layer. Next, 
click on the Skin Blur layer to make it the active layer. 
Here is what your layers palette should now look like.

Step 4:

With the Skin Blur layer active, go to the filters menu: 
Filter > Blur > Surface Blur... 

Choose some appropriate blur settings based on 
your image. The goal is to remove all detail from the 
skin areas, leaving a smooth and unnatural (for now) 
looking skin. 

Here I used 20 pixels and 15 for Threshold on this high 
res image. Click OK to apply the surface blur.

Step 5:

As some more detailed areas of the skin in your image 
may not have been affected by the surface blur, I like 
to also apply a small Gaussian blur to this layer, to even 
out any leftover uneven skin tones. 

Go to the filter menu: Filter > Blur > Gaussian Blur...

Here I used a conservative blur of 1.5 pixels on this 
high res image.

Click OK to apply the Gaussian Blur.
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Step 6:

Next, we want to apply this surface blur in such a way 
that is mainly affects the skin, and not so much in the 
detailed areas of our image. To do this, we need to mask 
off the darker portions of the image, so the blur is only 
slightly applied there, and more strongly applied in the 
lighter areas where tonal imperfections would be.

With the Skin Blur layer still active, create a layer mask 
by clicking on the “Add Layer Mask” icon at the bottom 
of the layers palette. You should see a white layer mask 
appear next to your Skin Blur layer.

With the layer mask active, go to the menu: Image > 
Apply Image... Use the following settings as shown 
here to create your mask. (Be sure to set “Layer” to your 
“Skin Blur” layer). Click OK.

Step 7:

Here is a look at what your layers palette should now 
look like with the Skin Blur layer mask applied.

Step 8:

This next step will help to bring back some of the skin 
detail, such as pores or small facial hairs, while keeping 
the skin tones nice and smooth.

Click on your “Sharpen Details” layer to make it active, 
and click on the little eyeball icon to turn this layer’s 
visibility back on.

Next, change the blending mode of this layer from 
Normal to Linear Light. Your image will look quite hot 
and burned out, but don’t worry, we’ll fix that now!

Go to the filters menu: Filter > Other > High Pass... and 
choose a radius between 1.0 to 3.5 pixels, depending 
on your photo. You may find the image looks over-
sharpened, which is fine at this stage. Click OK.
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Step 9:

The final step here is to dial back on the sharpening to an amount that looks more natural in your image. In this 
particular case (and in most cases) I used 40%,. You will find that on most images you will be able to reduce the 
opacity of the Sharpen Details layer between 35% to 60% based on the particular image and your taste.

Voila! We are finished! Notice in the 
before and after shots how we have 
managed to retain the natural age 
lines, while smoothing out some of 
the uneven skin tones. The result 
is a more smooth image which still 
looks natural.

I hope you have enjoyed this 
tutorial on skin smoothing. 

Be sure to join us next month 
where we’ll be exploring some 
retouching techniques for eyes. 
You won’t want to miss what we 
have in store for you! Until next 
month, keep practicing your new 
retouching skills, and above all...  
Happy Photoshopping!

Before

After

This article is Copyright © and courtesy of Dave Seeram. Please contact the author directly for any questions. Image provided by 1and1.com.
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 LIGHTROOM 2: DEMONSTRATING BETTER PORTRAIT POSING - John Ogden

This month, dear readers, I’m letting you slip unnoticed into my classroom to join eager new photographers 
learning about basic poses for portrait photography. It is important that students experience all the current tools 
and resources that may be found in a modern digital studio, so what would be my favourite “must have” teaching 
tool? Why, Adobe Photoshop Lightroom, of course! 

Adobe Photoshop® Lightroom™
Adobe Photoshop® Lightroom™ 2 is Adobe’s most powerful solution for 
working with camera RAW images, giving the digital photographer all the 
necessary tools to master their digital darkroom developing techniques. This 
series will explore various uses of Lightroom, and the types of processing 
and effects that can be achieved through working with RAW files.

Small Changes, Big Impact

Take a look at the two images at the top of the page, the 
camera angle is changed only a few degrees between 
shots but clearly the choice of viewpoint can have a 
dramatic effect on the resulting image. There are many 
variables in portrait photography any one of which can 
substantially change the look and feel of the final shot 
with only subtle changes being made.

From the point in photo history that shutter speeds 
began to freeze movement, timing in photography 
became one of the key components; in the 1950’s 
Cartier Bresson published his thoughts on “the decisive 
moment”  and in 2008 Joe McNally refers to “the 
moment it clicks” in his best-selling book of the same 
name . Either way a tiny detailed fraction of reality is 
frozen in time for the viewer to study at their leisure. 

By tethering my Pentax camera to Lightroom and 
projecting a large version of the image on screen in 

the class, the studio becomes a learning environment 
where we can all critique the images as they are 
produced (see my article in PhotographyBB Magazine 
#8 for details of this useful setup). 

Pose for Thought?

When you meet and interact with a person, their 
movements, gestures and responses inform your 
opinion of them over an extended period of time. 
You may not even be aware that this is happening. 
You will look into their eyes and at the mouth for 
communication clues, typically disregarding most 
other features. When viewing a portrait photograph 
you will also be drawn to the eyes and mouth but will 
of course be free to minutely inspect all other aspects 
including blemishes, stray hairs, positions of hands and 
(in full length portraits) posture, position of the arms, 
legs, etc.

Thoughtful posing can both minimize these distractions 
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and provide for a more flattering photograph. Feedback from the projected image is invaluable in the classroom 
both for informing the model and illustrating the spoken direction to improve the pose.

Picture This

Of course we don’t all have access to a projected loupe image, so best practice is to look at the whole picture in your 
camera viewfinder. The pose for a portrait is infinitely variable and it’s your job as the photographer to scrutinize 
critically and suggest ways to improve (unless of course you are working for a creative director, then it’s theirs!) Don’t 
be distracted by a winning smile, look for those clenched fists, foreshortened limbs and other shapes distorted by 
the lens or viewpoint. The following examples attempt to illustrate some common issues and possible solutions 
with the improved pose on the left, as with all art forms there is an element of subjectivity and of course all of your 
models are individuals and come in all shapes and sizes!

In Figure 1 Tarla’s posture in much improved in the selected picture, the angles of arms and legs much more pleasing 
to the eye. Note in the rejected image her right foot is pointing directly to the camera leading to unflattering 
distortion. Bringing in the left leg and dropping back the elbows has also improved the overall composition.

 
Note the feet again in Figure 2 (shown on next page), by uncrossing her arms and pointing her feet away from the 
camera Tarla has a more effective pose in the image on the left. By Leaning forward there are clear improvements in 
thighs, waist, shoulders and even jaw line.
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 Figure 3 illustrates the difference in posture achieved by a simple direction to put the shoulders back, notice also the 
interest created and angles formed by carefully placing the right arm further back and the left shoulder forward.
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Another readjustment in Figure 4, feet together, legs angled and the left arm back this time. By adopting this position 
Tarla’s body creates an interesting zig-zag from head to shoulder, shoulder to knee continuing down to her feet 
which again avoid pointing directly towards the camera to avoid foreshortening.
 

In the final full length pose (Figure 5) crossing the arms provides some interesting lines in the image, note in the 
picture on the left, Tarla’s hands and feet point away from the camera where practical. The right foot in particular is 
much improved by pointing downwards. Leaning forward slightly also improves the jaw line and even the waist.
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Face Up to It
For a head and shoulder shot, sitting sideways and looking over the shoulder can be flattering, particularly for a 
broad shouldered subject. However, look out for twists and creases in the neck area (Figure 6).
 

Hands can often add interest, even framing to include waist level can work well with hands in shot; but fingers too 
close to the camera can look big and clumsy. Watch out for unattractive finger patterns as in the interlocked hands 
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in Figure 7. To improve the composition in Figure 7 the chair which the hands were resting on was brought nearer 
and hands carefully placed with fingers together.
 
Don’t Push It!

 In Head and shoulder shots with hands included watch for skin being pushed in by unnecessary pressure producing 
more creases or wrinkles. A side view of the hands often works better and reveals the jaw and neck (Figure 8)

Formats for People

I have found that the traditional 8x10 works well for head shots and 5x7 for full length, there are of course exceptions 
but it is worth thinking about output formats when framing the subject in the viewfinder. A quick trip to the crop 
tool in Lightroom’s Develop module (shortcut “R” for “rulers”) gives you and the model a chance to review the pose 
in a particular crop format.  
 

My images come into Lightroom in a 2 x 3 format. To 
unlock the current format click on the padlock icon in 
the Crop tool drawer on the right then choose from the 
drop down menu, in this example I have gone for 8 x 
10.

Don’t Get Touchy (or is That “Re-touchy”)

Photoshop, and now Lightroom have some marvellous 
retouching tools, even a casual user can make some 
remarkable improvements to images using the 
software. But, one thing they don’t have is a “Pose 
Adjustment Brush” or a “Un-slouch Filter”, not yet 
anyway!  There is no substitution for a comfortable 
chair (for your subject – not you!), a handy bottle of 
water and a photographer who knows how to direct. 

So, not only do you need the technical skills and the artistic eye, you have to be a good communicator too! Until next 
time, happy Lightrooming!

Credit where credit is due: Thank you to Tarla who stepped in at short notice and patiently followed my directions.

This article and all images contained are Copyright © and courtesy of John Ogden. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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PBB: Welcome to PhotographyBB, and thank you so 
for joining us today. Why don’t we start by getting 
to know you better - tell us about yourself Sue!

I was born and raised in a small mining town in 
Northern Ontario, Canada. During my upbringing the 
town suffered much loss; many of the mines closed 
down. I learned very quickly to fend for myself. I left 
school at the age of 15 and worked long shifts as a 
waitress. I also married young and started a family. My 

son is now 31. I knew there was more for me out there 
somewhere. So in my 30s I went back to the local high 
school.  I was inspired to move forward. After getting 
my diploma I enrolled in the community college and 
took courses in Drug and Alcohol Counselling. My 
marriage did not survive the changes I was going 
through so we went our separate ways. My son at this 
time had also realized that small town Canada was not 
a place to be productive and he moved on to do some 
traveling of the world. I gained the courage to travel 

Member in the Spotlight
“Spotlights” are not only a great way to get to know each other, but they 
can also be a creative inspiration to all of us. Each month, we feature a 
“Spotlight” on one of our site’s forum members and tell you a little bit about 
who they are, how they got started, what their photographic interests are, 
and display some of their work. 

THIS MONTH’S FEATURE ON MEMBER:  Sue Thompson

PhotographyBB is pleased to have Sue Thompson joining us in the spotlight this month. Sue is a valued friend 
and active member on the PhotographyBB Forums, where she can be found posting her amazing and unique 
photography, along with providing her tips and comments on both her photos and those of our members. Sue is 
an inspiration to both the aspiring and seasoned photographer, and we welcome her to the member spotlight.
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as well; I moved to the nearest city and enrolled for 
another two years of college. Cyber dating was all the 
rage back then and I met a wonderful man who lived all 
away across the province. He was my sole support and 
we spoke daily online for a year. Not long after we met, 
I left Northern Ontario and moved to Southern Ontario 
to continue my studies in Developmental Service Work. 
Talk about a culture shock. Not only was the weather 
quite different but the women were independent and 
strong. I had so much to learn and love about the area. 
I received my diploma in Developmental Service work 
and set out to make my mark. I married the man I met 
online and started a new career working in group 
homes. I moved on to family support worker and after 
ten years of being here I now work as a Detention 
Supervisor for the largest high school in the area. My 
son has also moved here to Southern Ontario and is 
enjoying the area as much as I am.

PBB: How long have you been interested in  
photography, and can you recall what first got you 
into photography? 

Photography never held my interest other than 
taking family photos on special occasions, until now 
that is. I was an occasional camera user; it was my 
husband who liked to take photos and videos. I think 
for me it was the hassle of loading the film and getting 

it developed. How things change! About five years 
ago digital cameras became a luxury that was now 
affordable to many people, which included us. So we 
took the leap and bought a Sony point and shoot. No 
film or developing, I could handle that. The camera had 
all these buttons and I was so confused. I had already 
conquered the world, so how bad could this be? I liked 
flowers and one button had a flower so I figured push 
that button and take a picture of a flower… WOW! I 
had a picture of a flower in macro and it was pretty 
good. I was shocked that I had done that, but could I 
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do it again? So it began. I adventured into the world 
of photography; I was scared and excited at the same 
time.

PBB: What is your artistic/photographic background 
(ie. Self-taught, formal training/schooling)?

 I grew up in a very artistic family. My mother drew 
sketches for Vogue patterns in our local news paper 
when I was younger. She gave me any scraps of paper 
she could find for me to draw on.  I took art courses in 
high school and began to paint in oils. I later dabbled 
some in water colours and pastels. I have always wanted 
to take some photography classes but life can get busy 
sometimes and so I had to make the choice of either 
going to classes or actually learning by doing. I chose 
doing. So I guess you can say I’m self taught… Or is the 

camera teaching me? I must say though I’ve learned 
to ask a lot of questions and to seek out forums such 
as PhotographyBB to gain some insight from more 
seasoned photographers.
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PBB: You have a special knack for capturing unique 
shots, and your photographs often receive positive 
comments with regards to your creativity. Where do 
you find your inspiration?

This seems to be the big question from most 
people. If I could give you a solid answer I would, but 
I’m not sure there really is one. For me it’s almost like 
an addiction. They say the definition of true addiction 
is if you feel withdrawals. If my camera has not been 
turned on and used every day I can say I do feel the 
withdrawals and can get rather “cranky” if I don’t take 
a few shots. If you’re shooting daily you need subject 
matter and lots of it. After you’ve taken all the expected 
photos you then tend to gravitate to unexpected 

things. As much as we think we know what the camera 
will produce sometimes it surprises us. What we see 
as a little water drop can turns out to be something 
totally different and marvellous. So if I was pressed to 
give you an answer I’d have to say shoot everything, 
shoot often and rely on your camera to give you some 
wonderful surprises every now and again.

PBB: You have an amazing assortment of photos 
in your Flickr gallery, which really shows your 
versatility as a digital photographer. Do you have a 
favourite photographic discipline (ie, Macro, Black 
and White, Landscapes, Portraits...)? If so, what is it 
about this discipline do you enjoy most?
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As I mentioned earlier I started out with mostly the 
macro setting because I like flowers (little giggle). So I 
tend to enjoy that setting the most probably because 
it’s in my comfort zone. It has only been lately that I 
have adventured out to other styles. I am a huge fan of 
black and white photography but I find this discipline 
rather tricky. It takes a lot of practice to get the tones 
just right and knowing just what shot can be black and 
white. I appreciate all forms of photography and before 
I hang up my camera I plan on dabbling in them all.

PBB: Do you have any particular photographic 
achievement which you are most proud of? 

Last year I was published in a magazine called 

Photosho. It features photographers only from 
Canada. I had a picture chosen for the Water Gallery 
segment that I took of Lake Erie during a spring thaw. 
I was very thrilled being among some very seasoned 
photographers. Up until now it’s been my only public 
recognition.

PBB: You have mentioned that you are the type of 
photographer who prefers not to do a lot of post 
processing on an image. Do you feel this belief has 
helped you to grow further as a photographer?

Yes, I indeed believe that my belief of less is best 
has made me a better photographer. I strive to achieve 
the very best just out of the camera. That doesn’t mean 
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I don’t like to dabble every now and again. But I think 
like most things, photography manipulation comes and 
goes, but a clear, clean photo will always be in style. It 
can tell others how I saw it - just how it is. I guess it’s 
kind of like me; I’m going to tell you how it is without 
sugar coating it or making you believe I’m something 
that I’m not.

PBB: As you know, I always like to ask the question: 
What advice do you have for our readers who are 
either beginners to digital photography, or those 
aspiring to become better photographers?

I suppose the best advice is to keep shooting. 
Start with a mode you’re comfortable with such as 
auto and work your way up slowly. Photography is 
to be enjoyed not something to get frustrated with. I 
still don’t shoot in full manual and I rely heavily on my 
camera’s settings to guide me though each and every 
shot. Especially in photography rules are meant to be 
broken. So after you’ve been told all the rules, shoot 
what you like, how you like. I always tell my students 
at school who are interested in photography that for 
every hundred you shoot ten might be worth keeping. 
Out of the ten, one might be worth showing. If you are 
passionate about your photography you are already a 
great photographer.

PBB: Sue, before your go, I wanted to leave this 
question to the end because I think your response 
may both shock and inspire our readers. 

What photographic equipment do you use? You 
must have a fancy digital SLR, some expensive 
lenses, and lighting gear right?
 

(Big grin!) No fancy digital SLR for me, no sir. My 
first camera that got me going was the Sony DSC-
P93A point and shoot. Today I have graduated to the 
Canon S5 IS, another point and shoot. Like they say, 
it’s how you use what you’ve got that counts. I think it 
is all about passion and not all about the equipment. 
Do I have some challenges with a point and shoot? 
Of course I do, but just like life we see the challenges 
and we either run from them or plough right through 
them doing the best we can. If I had waited till I could 
afford the fancy SLR and all those high prices lenses 
to enjoy photography I’d still be waiting. Life is too 
short to wait for it to come to you. I encourage those 
who think they might enjoy photography to purchase 
something small to begin with. If you already have a 
point and shoot than you have all you need as far as 
the equipment. Look deep for that passion and shoot 
as though you were the most famous photographer 
ever. For you have to believe it to achieve it.  
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PBB: Thank you again for joining us Sue, it’s been our pleasure to have you with us. I would like to encourage 
all our readers to check out Sue Thompson’s photography on her Flickr gallery at:

http://www.flickr.com/photos/sue90ca

This article and all image contained are Copyright © are courtesy of Sue Thompson. Please contact the author directly with any questions.
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PhotographyBB Forums Welcomes “Nobby”

While we already have two fantastic site moderators, we felt the need to add one more to keep things running 
smoothly on the forums. As a result, our friend and long time member “Nobby” has been asked to help out in 
the moderation of the PhotographyBB Forums. Nobby has graciously accepted and has already been a valuable 
addition to our moderation team. Welcom to the mod-world Nobby, it’s our pleasure to have you here!

Upcoming Forum Changes

While we know the word “changes” can often be a scary thing, we promise that our upcoming changes are 
going to knock your socks off with joy! As our gallery section is undoubtedly our most popular section in the 
forums, we will be expanding that section to include a dedicated IR Photography section. Additionally, we will 
be revamping the entire “Photo fun and games” section of the site to include a more interactive and constantly 
changing series of photo-posting games for our members to play. We will be removing most of the current 
photo games to replace them with something new and fresh. Participation in the new photo games room 
should be quite high, with some prizes to even be won! 

Photography Assignments

The photography assignments have been a fairly recent and ongoing challenge that we’ve been holding in 
the forums. These assignments will be continuing on, and we encourage everybody to get involved. Photo 
assignments are designed to push boundaries and challenge our members to step out of their regular photo 
routine, and hopefully to try something new while learning something in the process. The current challenge 
for the rest of December is “Night Photography.” 

Visit the PhotographyBB Forums and participate today!
http://www.photographybb.com/forum/

What’s Happening on the:

PhotographyBB Forums
PHOTOGRAPHYBB FORUMS: WELCOMING A NEW MODERATOR!
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The assignment for our seventh assignment made everybody’s stomach growl... Food Photography was the name of 
the game! With so many fantastic food photographs, here are the 3 which stood out the most to us. Have fun with 
the next challenges!

Photography Assignments
Challenge Winners!
PHOTOGRAPHYBB PHOTO ASSIGNMENTS CHALLENGE #7: “FOOD PHOTOGRAPHY”

“Sushi” -  Photo submitted by Han Cheng Tan

“Tomato Basket” - Photo submitted by Duong Nguyen

Photo submitted by Sue Thompson
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Have a Great 
Idea for a 

Photography 
Article?

We are looking for 
talented individuals 

who would like to 
expand their portfolios 

by volunteering to 
contribute articles to 

this e-magazine! If you 
are interested, we’d 

love to hear from you.

Topics of Interest are:

- Photography Techniques
- Photography on Location
- Photoshop Tutorials
- Hardware / Software Reviews
- Camera Equipment
- Member Spotlight
- Plus we’re open to new ideas!

To become either a regular 
contributing author, or even 
just for a one-time article, 
please email us at: 

magazine@photographybb.com

Introduce yourself, share your 
idea, and maybe we’ll see you 
in next month’s issue!

Step into the Spotlight!
Would you like to be featured in the PhotographyBB 
Online Spotlight on Member section? If so, please let 
us know at: magazine@photographybb.com

We’ll feature your photos, a small biography and write-
up about you, as well as links to your web gallery or 
photography related business. We all love photography 
and image editing, so let’s get to know each other!

Next Month’s Issue:
Next month we’ll be continuing our series on photo 
retouching techniques, with a look at retouching 
tips and tricks for bringing out the best in “eyes.” Our 
retouching series will continue with new Photoshop 
tutorials every month, covering the most popular 
techniques for enhancing portraits.

Additionally, we’ll be including more how-to style 
articles for both photography, Photoshop, and 
Lightroom. Stay tuned for some exciting tutorials.

Over the next few issues we will be retiring some 
sections of the magazine, and replacing them with 
new ones. The content will always be fresh, but if you 
have any suggestions on what you would like to see, 
please send us an email!

Discounts for Readers:
For those of you who are interested in getting into HDR 
photography, there simply is no better HDR software 
then HDRsoft’s Photomatix Pro, available as a stand 
alone software and as a Photoshop Plugin. 

http://www.photographybb.com/hdr/

and use the coupon code: photographybb.com 
for a special discount. Also, check out the Shop 
PhotographyBB site for links to some great deals on 
cameras and accessories. Best deals on the web!

Thank you for reading the PhotographyBB Online 
Magazine. We hope  you enjoyed it, and we’d love to 
see you again next month. If you have any questions or 
comments for us regarding this magazine, please feel 
free to email us at:

magazine@photographybb.com


